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ABSTRACT
The prospective leaders who live in the era of Internet of Things, certainly will not experience difficulties to digital equipment. Their sufficient knowledge and skill of digital world, would become a strong foundation as a future leaders. The massive technology development, social media as one mean, has become a necessity that cannot be stopped nor avoided. This condition creates the huge and wide opportunities to enhance the credibility and competency of future leader. Recently, no one leader could move forward in their succeed without the information technology knowledge. However, those knowledge and skills will not enabling some one to automatically produce a positive and maximum performance for the organization. Hence, the agile management approach is needed to fill the gap for Z-generation to improve their performance. This paper use qualitative method through studying scientific sources such as books, journals and articles, to formulate a guideline or management concept to prepare Z-generations to face the millennium era. The research result that can be transformed for human resources management are 4 activities. They are collection (doing inventory through out topics and materials that has role to human resource quality improvement); clustering (doing identification and grouping of the inventory results with the similarities, and sort them by priority); process (doing a set of activities in cluster items that is arranged as priority set before0); and release (implementation through training for employees run by the human resource department).
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1. BACKGROUND
Information technology, especially social media massive growth has given a noticeably impact to all human live. For example in education, business, social culture, politic and so on. Namely Facebook, Instagram, blog, twitter, YouTube, what apps, telegram, all have had changed human behavior, way or method of communication. This growth and significant and outstanding changes is beyond our imagination a few decades ago. One can be connected to hundreds, thousands, and even millions others in social media network at the same time. Hence, beyond those information sources abundances of social media there are some positive aspects and negative aspects which blended to inseparable two sides, that become a background to Z generation lives.

Z Generation
As the previous study that has been done, generations may be divided to six parts by its characteristic, as describe in the following table.

Table 1. Generation Categories, source: [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Generation</td>
<td>1925 - 1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby Boomers Generation</td>
<td>1946 - 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Generation</td>
<td>1960 - 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Generation</td>
<td>1980 - 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Generation</td>
<td>1995 - 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Generation</td>
<td>2010 - now</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y generation are also known as Millennial Generation [2], are known by their active contribution, sharing, seeking and content searching in social media platform both for work and recreational activity.

Z generation are also known as I generation; Technical generation, who are born and raised in digital world [3]. Things that distinguish them from the previous generations are their linkage and existence to those electronic equipment and digital world.

Digital world skills – social media; owned by Z generation has transformed them to be world class citizen – world citizenship; that is unlimited by time and space in communicating and interacting with others in this world. This is the new power that exist in this modern world where the world has become one language, culture and perspective – global citizenship that made of social media network. On the other hand, albeit those benefits of social media there are also negative impacts. The authors will cover both negative and positive aspects of social media in the following passage.

The Positive Aspects of Social Media
The mastery of knowledge is power. A person who master one particular scientific discipline adequately, will have more gains than others. Mastering social media will also bring some gains for some one. The social media has become an integral part in Z generation live [4]. Generation of which since they were born; are connected to the outstanding growth of information technology. With this huge knowledge sources, figuratively as a raw material factory – one can build about anything. The Z generation or millennial who receive more gains from this information technology growth especially social media [5].

With age ranging from 18 to 22, they have become avant garde to future build of a nation. Additionally informed, teenagers and young spends time approximately 8 hours a day on line. This is 1/3 of their daily hours connected to world wide citizen or digital community.

The benefit of social media as summed from various sources [6]–[8], are:
1. Used as educational process.
2. Has more knowledge and educational sources.
3. Has unlimited community to exchange information beyond time and spaces limitation.
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4. Freedom to access various sources with no limitation.
5. Speed to gain source of knowledge.
6. Cheap, effective and efficient.
7. Freedom to share opinion or point of view.
8. Learn to do business.

The Negative Aspects of Social Media

As the coin with two inseparable sides, the negative side will always follows the positive side. The following passage will show those negative sides of social media [9], [10] as summed from various sources.
1. Unjustified source of knowledge.
2. The community that tends to share dangerous data and information.
3. Social media networks can take a role in someone’s life.
4. Addictive.
6. Cyber bullying, fraud and social community outcast.

The facts proved that negative aspects mostly appear than its positive aspects in social media activity. Kidnapping, fraud, provocation and so on, has hurts the goals and important role of social media. Goons learn how to create chaos through social media has become common news. Learning to build a weapon, hurting each other, and other negative actions precisely learned from information through social media. Hence, social impact of social media always connected to negative impact instead of the positive.

The millennial generation or Z generation are get used to this social media implementation. Thus, social media has become “true comrade” in socializing [7], [8]. They are very familiar with this social media world. According to BBC Indonesia (January 16th, 2018) 3 billion people or around 40% of world population using social media. According to some reports [11], one approximately spend time 8 hours a day to share, like, write twits, and status update in social media.

Technology is a powerful and up to date device that equip Z generation in facing the rapidly change world. It requires a ready, fast and responsive generation to an even small changes. Hence, the technology approach and its mastery has become a must for generation who lived in the era of Internet of Things.

The Internet of Things

The IoT consists of two basic word, ‘internet’ and ‘thing’, this concept refers to the link between human and machine or machine and machine [12], [13]. The internet has become a central communication device that connects all physical forms – including human – in a virtual environment. Therefore it requires an awareness on using the IoT concept, because IoT may raise a new problem in regard to managing personal identification security, so that it will not cause new problems to human in the future [14].

Along with current development IoT has become base line of growth of business and management methodology which using this technology concept. One of them the agile methodology approach.

The Agile Methodology

The waterfall methodology is a well known and adopted in software development, whereas all system specification of a software are compiled in the beginning phase before translated into programming language instructions. When all phase is done, then the computer program is ready to use. The following figure describe the waterfall methodology [15].

![Figure 1. The Waterfall methodology in software development management](image)

In compare to the conventional methodology above, agile methodology offers modular implementation of the software being build without finishing it 100% of all development process. This approach give specific advantages both to the end user and developer. The process in this agile methodology depicted in the following figure.

![Figure 2. The Scrum Process of Agile Methodology](image)

Aside from the conventional software development process, recent study shown that in Agile Methodology end user engagement is strongly involved during development phase. Hence, the IT project success rate are higher in compare to conventional methodology ie. waterfall. [15], [18].

2. METHOD

Literature review is used by the authors in this paper [19]. At least 3 steps are available in the road map of literature review in this paper. First, background concept. In this phase, empirical data are required in the form of written information, videos, interviews and so on, that has been validated. If required this verification must also officially legitimate by the formal institution.

Secondly, new concept. While empirical data has been gathered, the authors develop a hypothetical. The
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hypothesised based on validated data, various theoretical and from the authors scientific point of view. Third, concept implementation. During this phase, the authors will build operational steps to base the concept built earlier. A management guidance for human capital development of the future leader will be develop as the final result of this paper.

Research relevance

The agile methodology emphasize of good communication among stakeholders involved within the project, user interface designer, programmer, end user, so that the successful of software development project increased in compare to the traditional method [20]. As the opposite of the traditional process that release product after all features has been developed, the agile methodology will release the software modular, feature by feature that enabled the product to be used even when development is not reaching 100% completeness.

Further more, the agile methodology in user interface design require a bridging tools for user interface designer to be successfully released product for end user. The result is a new framework proposal that needs to be perfected in the future to be able for widen its usage in all environment or organizations [21]. Implementing agile methodology, it is suggested to do personnel choosing who will be involve in the project. A person who has intense communication skill, so its implementation will be at maximum. It is according to some observation to some of projects with similarities both the environment and the size of involved team members [22]. Lastly the agile methodology implementation has given positive impacts compared to traditional methodology. It can be proved by the distributed questionnaire results, showing the level of success implementation of agile methodology from both developer side and product owner [23].

The human resources enhancement has a close role to the economic level of a state. A sufficient education level required to improve them. By doing so, it will give a real impact to all aspect of them selves. The related study [24] has recommended that there should be a commitment from the government related to financial problem for education compared to health sectors. It requires government involvement through policies for training and education that aims to increase human capital continuity to a higher level, and also innovation capacity improvement that supports the increase of education quality starting from mid level up to the higher level education. It also suggested that government to have more commitment by supporting funds to the health sector that in the end will drive the human capital development and finally increase the living hope that become supplement to economic level. Education has a vital role in the human development, because through education can influence virtually all aspects of human being. Education is a tool for society to be inherited for generation to generation [25].

3. Result And Discussions

The aim of this paper is to produce a new method of human resource management by adopting process offered in agile methodology in software development projects.

In software development, agile methodology mostly rely on communication between involved stakeholders—from developer to end users—. In agile methodology, there are 4 activities that can be transformed for human resources management, those are:

1. Collection, doing inventory through out topics and materials that has role to human resource quality improvement.
2. Clustering, doing identification and grouping of the inventory results with the similarities, and sort them by priority.
3. Process, doing a set of activities in cluster items that is arranged as priority set before.
4. Release, implementation through training for employees run by the human resource department.

Agile Methodology on Human Capital Development

As discussed earlier, the agile methodology approach is adaptable to be transformed to other fields, including human resources performance and quality improvement [26], [27]. The agile methodology is applicable to human resources in the era of IoT especially Z generation that are very familiar with technology environment. The agile human resource management concept (area of competence: Personal Development – Leadership) described in detail in the following table 2.

To improve human resource quality to be ready to face millennium era, require a comprehensive, systematic, and direct management approach. The fulfillment of competence needed by organization personal must be well planned, so that skills owned can answer every opportunity challenged. Every organization personal must have competence like leadership skill, intra-personal skill, interpersonal skill, innovative, negotiation skill, communication skill, conflict management building, change management adaptation, business development, and so on.

Conclusion

This paper conclusion is that agile management used by software development conceptually transformable to the human resource development planning, so that may fulfill the needs of producing high talented human resources who has skill sets to compete in certain fields. Developing agile human capital management hopefully become a new method or guidance, hence leaving behind classical way of study that is limited and rigid. With this agile method one can develop him self optimally without time and space limitation, or environment and even fund limitation. With that said, one may develop their competence in a comprehensive, systematic, and directed through agile methodology.

The authors suggests the production of a human resource competences road map to be used for improving the future organizational personal.
Table 2. The Agile Human Capital Planning Management Concept (Competence: Personal Development - Leadership)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Compt.</th>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Clustering</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>What Is Leadership? - Leadership Skills Training from MindTools.com <a href="https://www.mindtools.com/leadership-skills">https://www.mindtools.com/leadership-skills</a></td>
<td>To group some type of leadership commonly used in organizations:</td>
<td>1. Conducting group simulation to demonstrate each type of leadership under various scenario of situation.</td>
<td>Practical implementation for every style of leadership learned, the strength and the weakness of each style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Essential Qualities That Define Great Leadership - Forbes <a href="https://www.forbes.com/sites/.../8-essential-qualities-that-define-great-leadership/">https://www.forbes.com/sites/.../8-essential-qualities-that-define-great-leadership/</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. All participants observe other group presentation's and taking notes about the positive and negative points learned.</td>
<td>4. Through simulation, the participants gain understanding or skills to implement leadership style applicable in their own area of work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard advanced leadership – Seeking 43 Great Leaders. <a href="http://www.advancedleadership.harvard.edu/leadership">http://www.advancedleadership.harvard.edu/leadership</a></td>
<td>Goleman’s Leadership Styles <a href="https://youtu.be/1vGPqfxAbwN4">https://youtu.be/1vGPqfxAbwN4</a></td>
<td>3. Affiliative</td>
<td>3. Each group presenting their observation of other groups, and include their own group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational Leadership <a href="https://youtu.be/h13GsSVDa">https://youtu.be/h13GsSVDa</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Coaching</td>
<td>5. Evaluation conducted to polish up the concept understanding that is manifested in the organization environment, so that it may contributed in form of a new style of leadership to future leader community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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